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Abstract 
The facial expression is a visible 
manifestation of the emotional state, 
cognitive activity, intention, personality, 
and mental health of a person. In this 
paper we use an approach to 
distinguish between different emotions 
from images in particular the 
unhappiness related to anxiety and 
stress. The approach is based on 
Active Shape Model (ASM) with 2D 
profile for extracting important facial 
points (coordinates of edges of the 
mouth, eyes, eyebrows, etc.). Further 
the feature vectors are formed by 
concatenating the landmarks data from 
the proposed method and use the data 
as an input to kernel Support Vector 
Machine (SVM) classifier. The 
experimental results using Cohn-
Kanade Extended Facial Expression 
Database show high recognition rate. 
2D profile ASM significantly speeds up 
the fitting process comparing with 1D 
profile ASM by averagely over 40%. 
 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Face plays significant role in social 

communication. This is a 'window' to 

human personality, emotions and thoughts. 

The face we look at is a mix of both 

physical characteristics and emotive 

expressions. According to the 

psychological research, nonverbal part is 

the most informative channel in social 

communication. Verbal part contributes 

about 7% of the message, vocal – 34% and 

facial expression -55% [1, 2]. Facial 

expression recognition is a considerably 

challenging field to generate an intelligent 

system that is able to identify and 

understand human emotions for various 

vital purposes, e.g. security, society, 

entertainment, health care, human-

computer interaction, industrial and 

personal robotics, surveillance and 

transportation. By using of the information 

that the face carrys, facial expressions can 

play an important role wherever humans 

interact with machines. Automatic 

recognition of facial expressions can act as 

a component of intelligent and adaptive 

human-machine interfaces. It is expected 

that introducing affective dimension can 

significantly enhance the users’ interaction 

experience also can make that interaction 

more efficient. In general, the intelligent 

computer with the emotion recognition 

system can be used to improve the daily 

lives of people. 

People with depression may feel sad, 

anxious, helpless, worthless or hopeless. 

They stop caring about things they used to 

enjoy, such as hobbies. Often they feel a 

loss of energy, and they may be incapable 

of concentrating on anything. Irregular 

sleep patterns and loss of appetite also 

indicate depression. Long-term effects of 

depression include chronic fatigue because 

of loss of energy and irregular sleep 

patterns. This, combined with a weakened 

immune system, can lead to a susceptibility 

to physical illness. Those with depression 

might also suffer chronic aches and pains. 

Depression also affects attention and 

memory. People who suffer from 

depression could find themselves forgetful 

and unable to concentrate, which can have 

a negative impact on their life. A history of 

depression may be associated with an 

increased risk of stroke [4]. A large body 

of evidence suggests that depression is 

associated with an increased risk of many 

chronic diseases, including hypertension 

[5, 6], diabetes [7], and particularly 

coronary heart disease [8]. There is also a 

great chance that depression and 

overweight will co-occur [9]. Results have 

shown that people with major depression 

who are recovering from strokes or heart 

attacks have a more difficult time making 

health care choices. They also find it more 

difficult to follow their doctor's 

instructions and to cope with the 

challenges their illness presents. 

So for an intelligent medical system 

being able to recognize that the patient 
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suffers from anxiety/depression is of 

essence. 

The rest of the paper is organized as 

follows: In the next section we present a 

brief overview of ASM with 2D profile for 

extracting important facial points. In 

Section 3 we present the classification 

approach – kernel SVM. In Section 4 we 

will illustrate the experimental results for 

the classification of the processed data 

using the proposed method. Finally section 

5 will conclude the paper. 

 

2. Active Shape Model with 2D 
profile 
 

Very important for the success of an 

automatic facial expression detector is the 

face alignment/registration algorithm and 

the visual features derived from it. As 

expressions can be subtle, high accuracy is 

desired for the various facial features, 

enhancing the ability of a classifier to 

detect the facial expression correctly. To 

facilitate this, the ASMs have been widely 

used as they provide dense registration 

accuracy (i.e. 60-70 points on the face). 

ASM is a powerful statistical tool that has 

been used for the segmentation of a wide 

range of objects, including facial features 

[10].  

ASMs are based on the combination of 

a Point Distribution Model (PDM) plus a 

set of local image texture models. The 

PDM describes the shape variability of the 

template and the texture models describe 

the image variability around each of its 

points. In order to correctly model the 

shape of human faces, it is first represented 

by a set of landmarks. Each landmark 

describes a particular part of the face such 

as the tip of nose and the eye pupils as 

shown in Figure 1. In order to build a 

model that is flexible enough to cover the 

most typical variations of facial shapes, a 

sufficiently large training set has to be 

used. The landmarks are manually labelled 

for each training image to generate a set of 

training shapes. An object shape is 

represented by a set of labelled points or 

landmarks. The number of landmarks 

should be large enough to show the overall 

shape. Our landmarking scheme uses 68 

model points.  

 

 
“Figure 1. The landmarks labelled 

on a facial image” 
 

The coordinates of all landmarks for 

each image are stored as a vector, called a 

shape, in the form x = (x1, y1,..., xN, yN)
T
, 

where xi and yi are the coordinates of the i-

th landmark and N is the number of 

landmarks used. The shapes in the training 

set are aligned with each other using 

Generalized Procrustes Analysis (GPA) 

which scales, rotates and translates each 

training shape so that the corresponding 

landmarks in the various images of the 

training set are as close as possible [11]. 

An example is illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

 
“Figure 2. Training set before and 

after alignment” 
 

The PDM is constructed by applying 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to 

the set of shapes in the training set. PCA is 

computed on these shapes and the 

eigenvalues of the covariance matrix 

contributing to 97% of the variation are 

sorted and used to store their 
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corresponding eigenvectors in a matrix P. 

The mean shape is the mean of the aligned 

training shapes (which in our case are 

manually landmarked faces). The mean of 

the N training shapes is calculated as 

follows: 





N
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1

,    (1) 

where xi is the i-th shape in the set of the N 

training images. 

By subtracting the mean shape calculated 

above from each training shape, the 

covariance matrix of the deviations from 

the mean is calculated as follows: 
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The eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the 

covariance matrix are subsequently 

obtained by using the equation: 

kkksS νν  ,    (3) 

where kν  and k  are, respectively, the k-th 

eigenvector and eigenvalue of sS . Any 

shape in the training set can be 

approximated by the mean shape and a 

weighted sum of t eigenvectors. This is 

mathematically represented as: 

bPxx  ,    (4) 

where  tP ννν ,...,, 21  is a matrix whose 

columns are the t eigenvectors 

corresponding to the first t largest 

eigenvalues, and  Ttbbb ,...,, 21b  is a 

vector of weights applied to the 

eigenvectors. These weights (bk) are the 

model parameters which control the shape 

generated by the PDM; thus, new facial 

shapes can be generated by varying these 

parameters. At the same time, these 

parameters are constrained in order for the 

model shape to be consistent with those in 

the training set. Since most of the 

population lies within three standard 

deviations of the mean, the model 

parameters are chosen to lie within the 

range given by: 

kkk b  33    (5) 

where k  is the eigenvalue that 

corresponds to the k-th eigenvector of the t 

eigenvectors. 

The next stage involves profiling to 

generate statistical models of the grey level 

intensities of the region around each 

landmark to build a subspace that spans the 

variations of the exemplar training images. 

The classical ASM employs 1D profile, 

which is generated by sampling grey-level 

intensities of m pixels centered at each 

landmark. The direction of the profile is 

chosen to be along a line orthogonal to the 

shape boundary at each landmark. The 

local grey-level gradient pattern is then 

utilized for searching a new position of 

each landmark along a line centered at the 

landmark. The model shape is iteratively 

changed for its better fit to the target face 

in the image. The classical ASM performs 

well if the landmarks of the initial model 

shape are placed close to their targets. 

However, the initial model shape could be 

placed only roughly whereby the 

landmarks often get placed away from 

their targets. Thus resulting in long search 

lines and consequently making the target 

search computationally expensive. It could 

also distract the landmarks by local 

structures in the image. In order to 

overcome the above drawbacks of the 

classical ASM, a multi-resolution approach 

of ASM, known as multi-resolution ASM 

(MRASM), is proposed in [12]. In this 

scheme, an ASM is first applied to a coarse 

image to roughly place the model shape 

near the target object, and then applied to 

finer images to refine the shape fitting. An 

image pyramid containing a set of images 

with different resolutions is used in order 

to build the LGGM for multiple image 

resolutions. For each level of the image 

pyramid, the corresponding LGGM is 

utilized for searching a new position of 

each landmark. Unlike the classical ASM, 

the multi-resolution approach requires only 

short search lines; thus reducing the risk of 

distraction of the landmarks by local 

structures in the image, and decreasing the 

computational complexity [12]. However, 
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the 1D profile used in the classical ASM 

has a quite obvious shortcoming: every 

model point can only search its optimal 

location along its normal to the boundary 

and consequently, the search can converge 

to a local minimum and produces poor 

fitting results. In order to extend its 

flexibility, 2D profile ASM is proposed by 

Pei, J. [13]. Instead of sampling a single 

vector of gradients just along the profile 

normal in 1D profile ASM, an additional 

vector of gradients along the profile 

tangential is further used in 2D profile 

ASM. By sampling two vectors of 

gradients along these two directions, two 

sequential feature sets 1

ig  and 2

ig  can be 

obtained. The optimization process of each 

single model point can be realized by 

searching for the optimum along two 

directions in turn. 

 

3. Support Vector Machines for 
Expression Classification 
 

SVM is very popular and powerful method 

for binary and multi-class classification as 

well as for regression problems. For two 

class separation, SVM applies a maximum 

margin manner that estimates the optimal 

separating hyper plane. In our investigation 

we used the LibSVM library 

(http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/) 

and Matlab functions. In general SVMs 

can only solve binary classification 

problems. For multi-class classification, 

LibSVM computes decision surfaces for all 

class pairs (one-against-one technique) and 

then find the correct class by a voting 

mechanism. 

Let us given sample and label 

pairs ),( )()( ii yx , where mi Rx )( , }1;1{)( iy  

and Ki ,...,1 . Here, for class “1” and for 

class “2”, 1)( iy  and 1)( iy , respectively. 

We also define a feature map -  mR: , 

where   denotes Hilbert space. The 

kernel implicitly performs the dot product 

calculations between mapped 

points: .)(),(


 yxk(x, y)  Now, the 

SVM can be formulated as following 

optimization problem: 

,ww
2
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where ),...,1( Kii   are slack variables 

which measure the degree of 

misclassification of their associated 

training data points with respect to the 

current decision boundary and margin. 

In our experiments, we applied kernel 

SVM classifier with the pure distance 

substitution linear kernel (k
lin

) and the 

Gaussian radial basis kernel (k
rbf

). The 

values of the penalty error C and the 

parameter for the Gaussian radial basis 

kernel are logarithmically varying along a 

suitable grid and only the best recognition 

rates are presented in the next section. 

 

4. Experimental results 
 

In our experiments we used the extended 

Cohn-Kanade (CK+) database [3], which 

contains 593 sequences from 123 subjects. 

From these, 118 subjects are annotated 

with 7 universal emotions: anger, 

contempt, disgust, fear, happy, sad and 

surprise (Table 1). The corresponding 

labels are used as the “ground truth” data.  

 

“Table 1.  Distribution of emotion 

labels for 118 subjects from CK+ 
database”.  

Emotion Number images 

Anger 45 

Contempt 18 

Disgust 59 

Fear 25 

Happy 69 

Sad 28 

Surprise 83 

 

The dense facial landmarking annotation 

that we use allows us to achieve excellent 

fitting accuracy. We use 68 landmark 

points which are dense enough and 

optimally placed to not only perform 

accurate annotation based on the 
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underlying facial geometry of typical 

human faces but to also model varied facial 

expressions. Initialization of an ASM is 

vital to ensuring high fitting accuracy. This 

initialization is usually provided by the 

bounding box around a face that is returned 

by a face detector. However, face 

detectors, such as Viola-Jones [14], are 

prone to errors that result in scale and 

translation effects in the bounding box. We 

use OpenCV’s face detection 

implementation which performs well only 

for frontal faces without in-plane rotation. 

The 2D profile extension of ASM that we 

used made the landmark extraction process 

less sensitive to model initialization errors. 

Examples from the dataset with the 

proposed algorithm are illustrated in Figure 

3. 

 

  

  

  
“Figure 3. Examples for ASM with 

2D profile”. 
 

 We trained a multi-class SVM 

using leave-one-subject-out cross 

validation method in which all images of 

the test subject were excluded from the 

training data. The conducted results of the 

classification accuracy are shown in Table 

2. Our goal is to correctly classify the 

negative emotions related to stress and 

anxiety: fear, sadness, anger and contempt. 

 

“Table 2.  Emotion classification 

confusion matrix for CK+ database 
using the proposed method”.  

% Anger contempt fear sad 
all 

others 

Anger 80,22 6,67 0,00 2,22 10,89 

Contempt 16,67 73,78 5,56 0,00 4,00 

Fear 4,00 4,00 76,00 4,00 12,00 

Sad 10,29 0,00 0,00 82,14 7,57 

all others 8,89 1,20 0,00 10,11 79,80 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

In this paper we proposed a method for 

automatic facial expression classification 

in the context of stress/anxiety recognition 

task. The system is able to detect a human 

face from still image, extract feature 

vectors (the coordinates of specific 

important facial key-points) and then 

classify expression presented in the face 

using trained SVM. From the conducted 

experiments on CK+ database, the 

classification rate vary between 76% and 

82,14%. The system is capable to 

distinguish between the negative emotions 

“angry”, “sad”, “fear” and “contempt” 

expressions and all the rest.  

The facial landmark information is very 

efficient for facial expression recognition 

provided that details of coordinates’ 

changes are determined precisely. The 

current system can be extended by texture 

based algorithms to improve performance.  
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